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The ferries connect Queens, the West Coast of Brooklyn, the East side of Manhattan and Staten Island. This is a perfect base of operations to explore lower Manhattan and escape the hustle and bustle of the city during the night. The Staten Island ferry is free. Taxis: Taxis are all over Manhattan, but a little harder to find in parts of Brooklyn, Queens
and Bronx. Just don't try to do everything on one trip. New York is a city that always celebrates something, and summer is one of the best moments to visit. Funny fact: his dishes were Anthony Bourdain's favorites. It opened in 1885 and was a favorite among the theater actors in the first days. The shopping experience in Saks is like no other,
especially during the holidays, when the facade of the building becomes part of one of the best Christmas lights shows in the world. Address: 151 W 34th St., New York, NY 10001 Phone: (212 ) 695-4400WEBSITISITIVE "Claunch the Herald Square section of Manhattan, this flagship store of Macy's is among the largest in the world. Opt for a multiple
prize menu or a tasting menu from a chef. , which translates as "Here we are" or "We have finally arrived", brings some Italian call to the Hudson yards on the west side. The decoration of the hotel has a refined retro inspiration from the 1960s, merging the serene style of the west coast of the brand with the energy of the west side of New York City.
The hotel’s spa is one of the largest in the city, which spans three floors, and the upper floor’s indoor pool offers radical views of the horizon. Do not miss the Temple of Dendur, an ancient Egyptian temple dating back to the first century. C. or rooftop address: 200 Central Park West, New York, NY 10024 Phone: (212) 769-5100Website. The American
MuseumNatural is the world of natural history of the world. That nine nine levels and has been in operation since 1902. 44th St., New York, NY, 10036Ã Phone: (212) 354-8844Website The Sofitel New York brings a bit of French art deco elegance to New York City, with interior decor inspiration that will transport you back to 1930s Paris. A seven-day
pass is available for $33 and covers both trains and buses.Ã Buses: A network of buses offers easy access to the rare spots not served by nearby train stations and to New York's LaGuardia Airport. 36th St., New York, NY 10018Phone: (212) 947-3636Website Keens is the rare restaurant that has survived more than a century in the Herald Square
section of Midtown Manhattan. Visitors can no longer enter the stock exchange, but they can take photos outside with the Fearless Girl, a controversial New York statue that once stared down the Charging Bull. Visit the Brooklyn Bowl, Brooklyn Brewery, and East River State Park, which offers some of the best Manhattan skyline views and an
international food market on Saturdays.Ã Astoria: This former Greek enclave was America's original motion picture capital, and it still houses several film and TV production studios. Tickets to the crown should be booked months in advance.Ã Address: 180 Greenwich St., New York, NY 10007Phone: (212) 312-8800WebsiteÃ The World Trade Center
museum and memorial site honor the victims of the Sept. Two memorial pools stand where the World Trade Center's iconic towers once did, inscribed with the names of those killed. The park has a gateway reminiscent of the Arc de Triomphe in Paris and has long served as a place to celebrate nonconformity. The restaurant is known for its authentic
Shanghainese food, specifically its pork and crab xiao long bao. Among the treats not to miss: torched-to-order frozen s'mores with a vanilla ice cream center covered in chocolate wafer crisps and honey marshmallows. WebsiteÃ Times Square is the pulsing heart of the city that never sleeps, but it actually a square. Look at the views from the top of
the empire state building, rockefeller center or one world observatory. make sure you go upstairs to darling, the only rooftop lounge of central park south, where guests can enjoy the stunning views of the park and the skyline from the 47th floor. but head to one of the suites on the upper floor and you will instantly know which city it is, as the four
terrace suites offer panoramic views of the chrysler or empire state buildings from private outdoor terraces. Furthermore, the roof is where you will want to spend all your time off. every trip costs $2.75. the metro and bus passes are not accepted in the ferries of new york. the hotel offers reservations of four to six hours, as well as night stays, and the
infinity pool in the roof is the perfect place to see planes take off. address: 45 w. January: 26°F to 39°F.F: 29°F to 42°FMarch: 35°F to 50°F: 44°F to 60°FMay: 55°F to 71°FJune: 64°F it has small but luxurious and functional rooms, even for business travelers. The observation decks are located on floors 67, 69 and 70 of the building, which also turns
out to be the emblematic 30 rock. address: one world trade center, 117 west st,. new york, ny 10006Phone: (844) 696-1776 website the elevators of a world trade center attract visitors 102 stories in just 47 seconds, delivering them to an expansive observation deck that offers a bird view of the bass manhattan, the brooklyn bridge and the statue of
freedom. tned tned edeup osecxe ed oiratnevni cash flow and profitability. It was built to resemble a French chateau and sits across the street from the southern edge of Central Park. Broadway, New York, NY 10007Phone: (917) 997-2700Book Now Set downtown in Tribeca, the Smyth offers 100 spacious, stylishly furnished guest rooms and suites. It
once carried horse-drawn carriages, but now serves as a way for cars, pedestrians, and bikes to cross the East River between Manhattan and Brooklyn. Track down sites from your favorite movies and TV shows. If you¢ÃÂÂre not a spreadsheet whiz, however, designing a system and writing all the formulas can be a challenge. The legendary sweet
shop and general store opened in 1954 and has since become a go-to for celebrities like Marilyn Monroe, Andy Warhol, Grace Kelly, Cary Grant, Cher, and Beyonce. For discounted same- and next-day tickets, check out the TKTS booth in Times Square. Address: 85 W. Rooms are plush and personal touches abound. While jackets are not required, the
dress code is still listed as "elegant."Ã Â Address: 72 W. Upper West Side: This largely residential area is home to the American Museum of Natural History and to Strawberry Fields, a tribute to former resident John Lennon. Spend some time soaking in the sun at Sheep Meadow and wandering through the Conservatory Garden, and be sure to check
the schedule for special events. This high-end spot at the edge of Central Park has earned two Michelin stars and the 2010 James Beard Award for best new restaurant. Green cabs offer service in northern Manhattan and the outer boroughs. It was once known for its large Italian-American population, but these days, it houses aÃ Â small collection of
Italian stores and restaurants. Expect to find artists, musicians, and other types of performers here every day, and spend some time people-watching around the park's iconic fountain.Ã Â Phone: (212) 363-3200WebsiteÃ Â Lady Liberty is an icon of freedom that sits in the harbor across the coast of Manhattan. Its restaurants are small, the lines can be
long, and reservations are not an option. Bergdorf is not only a place to buy designer bags, clothing and beauty products, it is also a great place for tea. 11, 2001 attack on New York City. A solution? The rooms are compact but modern, functional and clean. Meanwhile, the subway is open 24 hours a day. The interpreters often take the time to sign
autographs and snapshots with audiences outside the stage doors after the shows. Totto is known for using a rich broth, based on chicken instead of a more traditional version based on pig, and for serving some of the best noodles in Manhattan. Then make your way north several blocks to the Guggenheim Museum and eventually to the New York
City Museum, one of the best places to know the history of the Great Apple. Go to Chinatown for the sum of the dim and to Little Italy by cannoli. The seven-day transit passes cost $33 and cover trains and buses. Common areas are nothing less opulent. Address: 204 W. All New York taxis are measured and must accept credit cards. Rideshare: Uber
and Lyft are all over New York and offer similar prices. Address: 189 Spring St., New York, NY 10012Phone: (212) 219-2773 Website This Soho bakery is perhaps best known for creating cronut, a magical blend of croissant and donut in new flavors revealed every month. If you make a purchase using the links included, we can win commission. Now,
once again, the cornerstone of the scene of the restaurant in central Brooklyn, Gage & Tollner gives many knots to his story, both through the food and largely the design inspired by Gilded's age. Yankee Stadium tours include stops at the Yankees Museum in New York and atwardrobe room of 27 world series champions. Free movies and theatrical
performances fill the city's parks, street vendors are everywhere, and street fairs abound. but metro platforms can steam, lines can become long and temperatures soar among the city's high-rises. If you're looking to shop, head to Fifth Avenue, where you'll find Saks Fifth Avenue, Bergdorf Goodman, and Bloomingdale's.Ã Â Chinatown: This
neighborhood of narrow streets not far from City Hall is where you'll find some of the city's best Chinese restaurants and bargain prices on accessories, souvenirs, and more.Ã Â Little Italy: Little Italy sits in Lower Manhattan near Chinatown. New merchants selling arts, crafts, clothing, and more cycle out every couple of weeks, making each a spot to
consistently find new things.Ã Â Financial District: This is where you'll find the New York Stock Exchange and the iconic Charging Bull statue that's become a symbol of Wall Street. 33rd St., New York, NY, 10001Phone: (212) 933-7000Website Located in one of the city's newest developments, Pendry Manhattan West brings a sense of modern
California luxury to Hudson Yards. Don't miss Ferrara, a bakery that traces its New York City roots to 1892, or The Feast of San Gennaro, a one-of-a-kind food festival that takes place each September.Ã Â Williamsburg: Known for its independent shops, cute cafes, and abundant street art, this hipster paradise is especially popular among European
tourists. Seinfeld, Sex and the City, "When Harry Met Sally," "Sleepless in Seattle," "Serendipity," and "Home Alone 2" are just a small fraction of what's been filmed here.Ã Â New York is a city filled with attractions, but some of its most interesting experiences are sure to be the ones you accidentally stumble upon on the way to somewhere else. The
restaurant previously allowed patrons to store their clay pipes, allowing it to build a collection from legends such as Babe Ruth, Theodore Roosevelt, J.P. Morgan, and Albert Einstein. 76th St., New York, NY, 10021Phone: (212) 744-1600Website This new, fine art-covered restaurant located within The Carlyle, A Rosewood Hotel is under the guidance
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"Scatter My Ashes at Bergdorf's" before you go. Head to a jazz club in Harlem, take a look at the galleries of independent artists that dot Chelsea, buy along Fifth Avenue and visit the Statue of Liberty. You could spend an entire day in Central Park alone, looking at its zoo, carousel, lakes and ice rink. There's a bar called Sunken Harbour Club
upstairs. The high-end property is located a few steps from some of the best shopping in the world and the southern edge of the Central Park. Here we have compiled some of the best templates today. Traveling in summer? It is an office building with public observation decks that offer some of the best views in Manhattan. It will give you an idea how
this department store became the retail icon that it is today. Address: Multiple PlacesWebsite Olde Good Things is an architectural salvage store that offers visitors the opportunity to literally take home a piece of New York. The Upper West Side space has 28 interconnected buildings and 45 permanent exhibition rooms, as well as a planetarium,
library and the largest collection of dinosaur fossils in the world. This neighborhood is also a great place to enjoy beautiful townhouses and discover famous. Upper East Side: This posh residential area houses several of the city's main museums, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Jewish Museum and the City Museum of New York. Can't you
decide? Address: 372 Fulton St., Brooklyn, NY, 11201Phone: (347) 689-3677 Website Originally opened for 125 years from 1879 to 2004, Gage & Tollner reopened in April 2021 as a modern ostra and chop house. The Met collection includes more than two million pieces distributed in three locations in Manhattan, the largest of which isOn fifth Avenue
and has seen to the Central Park. It is also a convenient option if you are working a New York stop on a long scale. scale. 35 E. This variety of Chinese bun is cooked with soup within the mass of mass, creating a simple culinary experience like no other. Do you know to get away from the classic vibrations of Martini and emphasis of the 40s? Make sure
to consult the schedule of Shakespeare in the park. Does sports, movies and music live? The city has an extensive public transport system, which makes it possible to obtain almost any place by Metro, Auto, taxi and foot. If this sounds to misery, visit between the thanksgiving day and the new year, when the temperatures are more cold and the
windows of the department stores are decorated for the holidays. 63rd St., New York, NY 10023 Phone: (212) 265-7400Book This modern Boutique hotel is known by its roof bar whose red neon sign is based on the west side of the upper West. Both hotels offer court bicycles for guests. In this modern fine fin place, reserves are differ to grab; The
lucky diners who get hooked one will need to pay the price of non -reimbursable men of $ 245 each, with a minimum reserve for two. Connect Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and Bronx, and runs in Staten Island. It is also in low Manhattan to house retail chains such as Allsaints, Madewell, Nike and Rei; resale stores; and several ãdic boutiques. The
informal and bustling space is known by its pastrami in Rye, considered one of the best, as well as its canned meat. Its "cabins" of the city of New York varies in size of 114 to 275 square feet, and each one has at least a double bed and a private bathroom. You can use them directly outside the box or customize them to meet the needs of your
equipment. The basic options provide a simple -art counting are in stock, while the most complex templates allow it sales, delivery and communication with suppliers. Today, it is a great place to see a jazz show have a decadent Southern meal. Chef Michael White gets his inspiration from coastal Italy ¢ÃÂÂ don't miss the branzino, Adriatic seafood
soup, or the stuffed calamari. Houston St., New York, NY 10002Phone: (212) 254-2246Website Founded in 1888, this kosher-style deli sits underneath an iconic, old-school sign. Rooms are small yet functional, comfortable, and well-equipped for business travelers. In this case, a Google Sheets inventory template will come in handy.Google Sheets
inventory templatesReady-made inventory templates help you record and analyze your stock levels. New York is a city that moves fast. Much of this store's inventory won't fit into an overhead compartment, but there is no more interesting place to browse for one-of-a-kind New York souvenirs. On the other hand, shortages prevent you from meeting
customer demand. Try a tour. The stadium is located in the Bronx and easily accessible by the New York subway. Online, free, and collaborative, Google Sheets allows you to manage your inventory data in real-time. Broadway, New York, NY 10013Phone: (212) 965-3000Book Now The luxury Soho Grand Hotel takes the guest experience to a whole
other level. Whether entertaining a crowd or celebrating an intimate occasion, the Sofitel offers a fashionable escape from the hustle and bustle of nearby Grand Central Station. It's likely to look familiar ¢ÃÂÂ Katz's was the backdrop for Meg Ryan's fake orgasm scene in "When Harry Met Sally." Address: 11 Madison Ave,, New York, NY 10010Phone:
(212) 889-0905Website Regularly on lists of the world's top fine-dining establishments, Eleven Madison Park is best known for its multicourse tasting menu. This area between West 40th and West 54th Streets, and between Sixth and Eighth Avenues, is where most of the city's Broadway theaters are located. Whatever it is you're looking for, you can
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visitors the opportunity to walk among the districts in a literal history. The walks cost $ 2.75 each. Tip: Deliger of omisión tickets, especially during spring and summer. It is the home of three of the best observation decks in the city, which offer views without obstacles to Central Park and the imposing skyscrapers of the center of Manhattan. Take
yourself in a museum tracking, starting at the Metropolitan Museum of Art on the northeast edge of Central Park. The three -star Michelin restaurant also serves beautiful views, given its location overlooking Madison Square. But don't worry, this ramn is worth waiting. Visits to the pedestal of the Liberty statue and the upper part of its crown require
visitors to go through security similar to an airport. While buses can be convenient, the trograph can sometimes make them easier to overcome. Ferries: One of the best ways to jump between New York districts with good weather is a ferry. It is the home of the moving image museum, Kaufman Astoria Studios, and some excellent views of the
Manhattan horizon. Most of the tournament attractions are in Manhattan, with some scattered by Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx. Driving in Manhattan is unnecessary. Address: Mãºliple website locations cannot visit New York and not eat an iconic Bael from New York. The Empire State Building is the second highest building in New York City and
the 45th Alto Building in the world. It is also known for its animated Christmas windows and for organizing the annual parade of the thanksgiving day Macy's. The popular Williamsburg restaurant is closed on Mondays and offers reservations of on Sunday, although they leave some tables and seats in the Open to visit. Address: 20 W, 34th St., New
York, NY 10001 Phone: (212) 736-3100Websiteã ¢ This 102-story art decade skyscraper . Central Park of the website is an urban oasis of 840 acres that separates the upper sides of the east and the upper part of western Manhattan. Harlem is also home to the iconic Apollo theater. This hotel at moderate prices has an insonorized roof floor windows,
continental breakfast and reflexive details that make it a cómodo home away from home. The information information precise and in real time helps you make the correct high -level commercial decisions. Address: Mãtustles locations Now this modern hotel has two advanced positions of Manhattan. Do not you travel in season? Each product we
present has been selected and reviewed independently by our editorial team. But Dominique Ansel offers much more. The cages are a great tool for inventory management, and Google Sheets is ideal. Address: 36 Central Park South, New York, NY, 10019 Phone: (212) 371-4000ã ¢ The recently renewed website Park Lane Hotel has increased a cozy
atmosphere with ingenious touches to the steps of Central Park. There are now three locations of Totto Ramen in the center of Manhattan. H&H was once New York's biggest manufacturer and one of the world's largest manufacturers in the world, making approximately 80,000 rounds per day. Cruises to the Statue of Liberty of Battery Park City in
this guy. Midtown: This is Manhattan's heart. He has equipped celebrities such as Will Smith, LeBron James, Kanye West and Pharrell Williams, and it is said to be Jay Z's's favorite. Directorate: 218 W. As a result, you can lose business before competitors. It is the zoológico Park's home, the Jacqueline kennedy onassis reservoir, john lenon tax
strawberry fields and delacorte theatre, home of shakespeare in the park. see the new york yankes in the yankee stadium, the new york yorkCiti Field, or the New York Knicks at Madison Square Garden. Apart to look at their phono and remember to stand on the right side of the meconic staircase, so that hasty travelers can walk to the left. Times
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